Thoughts for Today
“Defeating Desires and Cravings”
Thursday, May 16, 2013

Last evening we received an e-mail from a student who had been
concerned about her food cravings for some time. She wrote, ‘are cravings and
bindings for food an indication of desires unfulfilled over this and several past
life times?’.
Food cravings may or may not be unfulfilled desires in that sense.
There is a greater depth to this understanding than what may appear obvious.
More importantly the desires and cravings set us up to experience a particular
outcome from our destiny, based upon how we respond to the cravings and
desires.
Our destiny is deliverable through decisions and actions we take. In
general, desires that we act upon are the most easily programmed genetic
karmic incentives that stimulate us to act in a particular way for a good or bad
result. This includes cravings for food or other things that we give in to and
act upon.
This type of stimulus creates situations for us that delivers us our most
closely active karmic consequences through the mind and body route. This is
known as the ‘adhyatmik’ delivery of our troublesome karma.
The other two so-called miseries are the ‘adidevik’, which come from
natural calamities, or acts of God, and the ‘adibhautik’—the miseries caused
by other living entities.
The adidevik is the macro-management of collective karma as through
the overall external environmental factors; adibhautik is the karma delivery on
our home-ground environment—people and other living beings that we
interact with, including animals, plants, bacteria, germs and so on. The fine
tuning delivery of our karma comes through the adhyatmik mind-body-soul
route. The prefix ‘adi’ of course means ‘ancient, old, from the beginning’, and
in short, here refers to old karmic accounts to be settled through life
experience. What is not completed in this lifetime gives us a push and carries
us forward to our next bodily position of life.
Unfinished karmic accounts and desires that motivate our actions keep
us within the circuit of a loop of life after life. Healing ourselves with this
knowledge in the background can better incentivize us to change our response
to desires that arise in us. The karmic healing capability in knowledge of this
mechanism speeds the changes in the results of destiny deliverable, and hence
our life situation.
Healing changes and transforms all those things that we need to
experience according to our old karmic accounts, and it gets the best possible
settlement of our old karmic debts. While helping us to satisfy and pacify our
desires and cravings, the karmic healing empowerment gets us out of the circle
of rebirth in a very short time despite our currently unfinished karmic business
and desires.
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